
Masella offers its guests over seven lifts 

with a total of 36 slopes, which allow ski-

ing on a total length of over 74 kilome-

ters. Large parts of the area are perfectly 

suitable for beginners and families, but 

also experienced skiers will get their mo-

ney‘s worth here. Even in the evening you 

can still have a great time on the slopes, 

as night skiing is also possible on some 

slopes thanks to floodlights.

The new ski resort Alp 2500 consists of 

a total of over 135 kilometers of slopes 

that can be explored by skiers and snow-

boarders. The part of La Molina, which is 

the oldest ski resort in Spain, comes to a 

total length of 61 kilometers of slopes. 

With 119 runs, there is guaranteed to be 

something for everyone here as well. 

In order to ensure safe skiing operations 

for guests during Covid-19, Masella will 

be relying on smart products from Axess 

in the future. The Axess PICK UP BOX 

600, for example, ensures contactless 

collection of tickets previously purcha-

sed online, thus helping to keep contact 

with strangers to a minimum. Simply hold 

the code previously received on the cell 

phone or voucher under the scanner and 

receive your ticket in seconds and com-

pletely contactless. 

In addition, 31 AX500 Smart Gates NG 

Flap offer protection by the function to 

pass through a gate without touching 

it. This is provided by two sensors that  

detect when a person approaches and 

leaves the gate. 

The Masella ski resort is located in La Cerdanya, in the 
Spanish Pyrenees. It is located on the Tosa d‘Alp and 
has joined with the area of La Molina to form one of the 
largest winter sports areas in the northeast of Spain: 
Alp 2500. The connection between the two areas was 
made by the new gondola lift of the same name. 
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Axess SMART PRINTER 600 as well as 

Axess HANDHELDS help additional em-

ployees on site to work more efficiently. 

The SMART PRINTER 600 impresses not 

only with its sleek design and wide range 

of functions, but also with its speed. The 

system prints, erases, codes and reads 

ISO15693 and ISO 14443 tickets in just 

one step.

The HANDHELDS are used primarily as 

ticket inspectors and ticket readers. Not 

only are they particularly robust and  

weatherproof, their low weight means 

they can be used effortlessly on the move 

all day long. 

With the replacement of the old systems 

on site with the innovative products from 

Axess, the ski resort Masella can now 

evaluate data obtained at a glance and 

additionally relieve the employees at 

the cash desks. The skiers themselves 

have the highest possible protection 

against infection through the contactless  

systems and online sales by complying 

with Covid-19 regulations. A win-win  

situation for the operators and guests of 

the Spanish mountains.
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